ABSTRACT
This study is a survey research that has been conducted among Islamic Education teachers in secondary schools in Bangi and Kajang, Selangor. This study aims to identify the level of knowledge and skills of these teachers in applying higher order thinking skills (HOTS) in teaching and learning process of Islamic Education. Questionnaires were used as the main instrument in this study. A total of 105 Islamic Education teachers were involved as respondents. The data obtained from the questionnaires were analyzed using IBM SPSS 22.0 involving mean score, standard deviation, percentage and frequency. Generally, previous findings show that teachers’ mastery of HOTS is still moderate. However, the findings in this study indicate that the knowledge level of Islamic Education teachers is high with a score (mean = 4.2 and standard deviation = 0.65) alongside their level of skills mastery which is (mean = 4.00 and standard deviation = 0.50). This study is expected to assist the schools, researchers and the Curriculum Division of Islamic Education and Moral Studies of the Ministry of Education to re-evaluate and continue providing variety of plans to increase teachers’ knowledge and skills, specifically Islamic Education teachers in the effort to further implement HOTS in Islamic Education lessons in order to meet the needs of the National Education System of the 21st Century hence increasing teachers’ quality in implementing new skills in teaching and learning process.
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INTRODUCTION
The success of an innovation or changes which had been implemented, would not be achieved without the presence of the implementor agent. (Fahimah Hassan, Faza Hassan, Hilmi Hassan & Mohd. Aderi Che Noh. 2014) In other words, changes within the school level would not be able to achieve success if the knowledge of the teachers and their preparations are still frail. In this situation, the changes refers to a component within the curriculum of education itself, which is known as HOTS. TIMSS and PISA international researches has shown that the quality of teachers’ mastery is the basic and most significant in determining the students result (Salihuddin Suhadi et. al 2014). However, the quality of the system could not overpowered the teachers’ quality (Maszuria A. Ghani, Salina Omar, Marina Abd Wahid dan Rosnah A. Rajak. 2014). According to Imam Al-Ghazali (1992), teachers’ knowledge is one of the most important component in encouraging students to look for useful knowledge. A knowledgeable teacher would create an active process of T&L in order to ensure that the students received new and valuable knowledge. Therefore, knowledgeable teachers would not merely deliver their knowledge without ensuring that the conceptual of the knowledge has been well comprehend and possible in enhancing students’ ability to learn. In order to produce students with HOTS, the teachers themselves need to acquire the knowledge of HOTS. Thus, HOTS involve the skills from the aspect of teachers’ quality in T&L session. It is a big challenge for Islamic Education teachers to enforce high order thinking skills in their T&L as it requires wide knowledge and well preparation of various methods, which highly involves students’ cognitive aspect.
High order thinking skills (HOTS) is the highest level in the hierarchy of cognitive process. The main element in enforcing HOTS to the students, are the teachers. Teachers' responsibility is to ensure that the aim of the Islamic Education would be accomplished (Al-Kaylani. 2005). Thus, it is necessary for the teachers to master the contemporary skills in order to cater the students' needs. Their knowledge of HOTS will influence the implementation of the skills during T&L session. Therefore, HOTS exercises and workshops should be given to the teachers in order to enhance their qualities in T&L, which will give impact to the students learning as well. This is because, teachers play the main role in triggering the implementation of HOTS to the student during T&L session in the classroom (Syazwani Roni & Zamri Mahamod. 2015).

Even though there were previous researches conducted that related to the implementation of HOTS for the teachers, there were yet any research that focuses on implementation of HOTS in the perspectives of a secondary school Islamic Education teacher, especially in the aspects of knowledge and the preparation required towards implementing HOTS, itself. Thus, this article emphasis on the importance of HOTS knowledge mastery and various skills preparation for the teachers during the T&L session.

HOTS WITHIN THE ISLAMIC EDUCATION TEACHERS

Misunderstanding will occur if the understanding towards the concept of HOTS knowledge are not well comprehend (Talhah Ajmain & Aderi Che Noh. 2016). The recent findings shows that the teachers define HOTS differently among each other (Amir Khan, Aderi Che Noh & Tarmimi Hussein. 2016). Due to the confusion towards the concept of HOTS, teachers tend to apply the traditional method and approaches that are more towards teachers-centered, such as giving lectures. The concept and the goals of HOTS are seen confusing by the teachers, as there are issues raised which questions whether the implementation of HOTS by the teachers are considered as T&L, or an assessment item (Amir Khan, Aderi Che Noh & Tarmimi Hussein. 2016).

There were a few researches conducted by Rajendran (2000); Nuliyana (2015) & Tarmizi (2016) which stated that HOTS within the teachers are still at the low level. This opinion is in line with the Needs Research Report made by the consultant of Kestrel Education (UK) and 21 Century Schools (USA) that had been presented on the 2nd of November 2011, which stated that the high order thinking skills within Malaysian teachers are still at the low level. An extended research conducted by Ainol Madziah (2015) towards 1171 Islamic Education teachers, shown that the level of teachers' knowledge in high order thinking skills are still at the low level. This statement has been proven through the results of a questionnaire that had been distributed randomly to 1171 Islamic Education teachers, which stated that less than 62% of these teachers apply practical level discussion, synthesizing and evaluating in their teachings. The excuse given by the GPI towards the issue of less evaluation skill and failure in guiding students towards this skill is due to the teachers’ poor knowledge of HOTS.

Recent research conducted by Hasmaliza Hassan (2016) conclude that, the teachers' knowledge of HOTS are still in the moderate level despite have been in the 4th years since it has first been introduced. The perception towards teachers’ moderate level of knowledge in HOTS shown that their mastery in basic knowledge items and characteristics of HOTS are not encouraging enough and should be improvised. Thus, GPI need to enhance the knowledge of HOTS whether or not through the printed reading materials, HOTS related websites or
collaborative of teachers with high experience in HOTS as well as workshop practices (Nor Rashidah Abd Hadi & Khadijah Abdul Razak 2016).

To conclude, before implementing HOTS in their lesson, the teachers need to master the knowledge of thinking skills beforehand (Beyer. 1995). This is because they will require those knowledge in guiding their students (Som & Mohd Dahalan. 1998). Next, Philips (1997) and other academician such as al-Ghazali, Ibnu Khaldun and al-Syaibani (Nur Hanani et. al. 2014) stated that in teaching thinking skills, the teachers themselves are required to have deep knowledge on the characteristics of thinking skills that would be taught, the methods in creating learning situations which leads to thinking and the methods in evaluating thinking skills as variety of prior knowledge and strong understanding will eventually create accurate practice and answers.

According to Aflaha & Aderi (2016), the effectiveness of teaching are depending on the teachers’ ability to apply the effective teaching skills in order to ease students’ learning activities. Among the factors which limits the teaching of thinking skills are the teachers’ weak competency in applying related skills (Norafifah Hamid et. al. 2016). There were a few researches which stated that teachers rarely used high order thinking skills questioning technique (Kelsom 2010; Kamarul Azmi et. al. 2011; Kamarul Azmi et. al 2009) and tend to use teachers-centered teaching method which emphasis on gripping factual information without encouraging the students to enhance their high order thinking skills (HOTS) (Ab. Halim et. al. 2004; Syed Najmuddin et. al. 2009; Kamarul Azmi et. al. 2011; Abdul Jamir et. al. 2012; Nurliyana Abd Halim 2016).

Researches has stated that teachers rarely apply the facts-mastering techniques and does not encourage their students to apply high order thinking skills (HOTS) (Ab. Halim et al. 2004; Syed Najmuddin et al. 2009; Kamarul Azmi et al. 2011; Abdul Jamir et al. 2012; Nurliyana Abd Halim 2016). This has shown that Islamic Education teachers does not emphasis on high order thinking skills questioning and students centered learning activities evn though such skills will create an effective education which eventually will produce independent students that also be able to think creatively and critically in solving problems.

As for other researchers, Wan Mat & Hjh Norkhairiah (2011) stated that there are some Islamic Education teachers that started to be creative by varying their T&L activities such as questioning, story telling, lectures, memorising and practices. However, the result gained from the researches shows that most of the questions distributed by the Islamic Education teachers are monopolized by intermediate and low level difficulties. Top five most popular methods applied by these teachers are questioning (90.8%), practicing (62.1%), memorising (59.2%), story-telling (54.9%) and lecturing (36.9%). Based on all activities listed, three of it (story-telling, memorising and practicing) as stated by Halim and Rahimi (2010), are more towards developing students’ understanding and memory strength, while questioning suits better in building students’ HOTS. Abd Rahim (1999) also stated that teaching that prioritize on memorising tend to less emphasis on the process, techniques and strategies of effective thinking. As for activities which encourage thinking skills such as brainstorming (16.5%), inquiries (14.6%), project (10.7%), dialogue (7.3%), problem solving (12.6%) and simulation (4.9%), are rarely practiced.

Rajendran (2001), from his research has suggested that there were lots of inefficiency in binding HOTS with learning. Even though the teachers believed that high order thinking
questions would trigger the students’ high order thinking process, 90% of the questions that they distribute are still within the low level. A recent research by Tarmizi (2016) was in line with this opinion, saying that Islamic Education teachers does not mastered and yet applied the skills of contemporary teaching methods in teaching HOTS. Overall, the result of the research shows that the teaching of Islamic Education are still within the low and intermediate level due to teachers’ lack preparation, determination in conducting the T&L.

In reference to the previous researches, there were a few weaknesses spotted regarding the implementation of HOTS by the Islamic Education teacher. In 2014, a finding produced by the inspectorate of Malaysian Education Ministry regarding a research conducted in 2012, stating that only a number of 23 until 54 percent from 2610 T&L activities which proven the teachers ability to apply HOTS in their T&L (Inspectorate, 2014). The report has raised an issue of the teachers’ disability to apply high order thinking skills questioning in T&L. In 2015, another research has been conducted in Putrajaya high school, focusing on Islamic Education subject, which the result has stated that the level of HOTS implementation are still intermediate (Norasmahani et. al. 2015). Eventually, through the memorising methods and students-centered activities conducted, the students became bored, sleepy and act negatively during the process of teaching and learning. (Rosila Yaacob, 2007; Rahayu Lasan & Aderi Che Noh, 2016).

The weaknesses in implementing HOTS are not only from the teachers’ poor knowledge of HOTS, but also their mastery in preparing other necessary skills. HOTS will create students with potential in teaching and changing their surrounding and benefit to others around them. Nevertheless, all of these begins with the teachers’ possession on that particular method and skills (Talhah Ajmain & Aderi Che Noh. 2016). The teachers are expected to have wide and deep knowledge of HOTS, as well as able to deliver the knowledge precisely and significant to the real situation, as stated by Yusuf al-Qurdawi (2005), there will be no effective learning without the implementation of correct method that suits the learners’ needs. Therefore, 21st century method of teaching requires students’ active participation apart from the teachers’ well-managed guidance. According to Robyn (2014), in applying HOTS, the lesson planning should be in order and systematic. By means, the T&L of Islamic Education subject should be varied in order to ensure that the students would enjoy and have fun part from merely achieving the lesson’s objective.

Based on the researches mentioned above, it is clearly stated that there are contradiction among the teachers’ mastery of knowledge regarding HOTS and the skills required, which had been discussed previously. Nevertheless, HOTS in Islamic Education subject had been implemented since 2013. This transformation had raise a lots of issues regarding its’ implementation within the school level. However, the teachers’ mastery in applying HOTS in teaching Islamic Education is undeniably one of the main factor that will bring success to students’ performance. If the teaching process remain unchanged, with no sufficient preparation and insertion of HOTS questions, the students’ achievement will be affected (Zamri 2012).

METHODOLOGY

This research implies the observation method by using questionnaires as the main instrument. According to Syed Arabi Idid (1998); Najib Ghafar (2003), observation method is a suitable method in measuring the respondents’ opinion regarding any particular issue or topic, as well as achieving the respondents’ aim. Reviewing the questionnaire is also the best method in collecting
data especially if the research involves large population. (Babbie 2004). The selection of the research sample is based on random sampling involving Islamic Education teachers from secondary schools located in Bangi and Kajang. Overall, Bangi and Kajang has 14 secondary schools. Due to the small amount, the researcher decided to choose populations from both areas.

In this research, the questionnaire were administered by the researcher and consists of 25 items which measured using the 5 point likert scale. It is divided into three sections which is Part A, B and C. The items used were adapted from Ahmad Tarmizi (2016), Hasmaliza (2016), and Nurliyana (2015). Part A consists of 5 items related to respondents’ demography profile, as Part B consists of 10 items related to the Islamic Education teachers’ implementation of HOTS in teaching and learning. Last but not least, Part C which consists of 10 items, measuring the teachers’ skills in implementing HOTS. The data and information received from the respondents based on the questionnaires were analyzed qualitatively.

The location of the research involves 14 secondary schools located around Bangi and Kajang, Selangor. These location were chosen as both were located near to the researcher’s house and there were yet any research conducted related to high order thinking skills, within these areas. These were among the factors which motivated the researcher to conduct this research. Apart from that, conducting research within these areas has ease the researcher to visit and review all 14 schools with only small cost usage and even save time in comparison to conducting research in other states.

FINDINGS

The research sample was distributed to 105 Islamic Education teachers who taught Islamic Education subject in all secondary schools within Bangi and Kajang area. The teachers’ background analysis were stated in the respondents’ demography information. Table 1 shows the respondents’ profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demography</th>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td>Male</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Female</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>88.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOTS Workshop Attendance</td>
<td>Attend</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>89.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Never attend</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10.5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The respondents are consists of 12 (11.4%) male teachers and 93 (88.6%) female teachers. From the aspect of attendance to HOTS Workshop, the number of teachers attended are 94 as teachers who never attend are 11. Overall, in this research, there were more female teachers in comparison to male teachers, and the number of teachers who had ever attend to HOTS Workshop are more than those who never attend. Nevertheless, despite have been conducted for three years, there were still a number of teachers who never attended the HOTS Workshop.

Based on table 2, it had been concluded that the Islamic Education teachers’ knowledge of high order thinking skills (HOTS) are within the high level with overall mean score of 3 to 4. However, there were two items which stated as low level knowledge (3.83 and 3.90) with each standard deviation as 0.563 and 0.597. Nevertheless, both items does not show large differences and still considered within high level knowledge based on the mean score stated (Jamil 2002).
Teachers’ Practice of Higher Order Thinking Skills in the Lesson of Islamic Education

Table 2: Islamic Education Teachers’ Level of Knowledge regarding the Implementation of High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Knowledge Items</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Know which contents from the Islamic Education syllabus has the elements of HOTS.</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>.515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Plan to apply the elements of HOTS in teaching.</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>.572</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Students actively involved in the process of teaching and learning.</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>.528</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Know how to increase students’ level of knowledge in HOTS.</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>.597</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Know how to expand students’ knowledge of HOTS.</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Know how to determine the lesson content based on students’ ability.</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>.634</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Know how to expand the students’ individual potential.</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>.517</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Know how to evaluate students’ development in HOTS.</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>.618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Know the techniques in teaching Islamic Education with the implementation of HOTS.</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Know variety of strategies in implementing HOTS.</td>
<td>3.83</td>
<td>.563</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>.386</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on Table 3, each items shows the Islamic Education teachers’ skills preparation in implementing HOTS. Overall, it shows a high level of mastery based on the overall mean score of 3 to 4. However, there were two items which shows low level mean score of skills mastery (3.57 and 3.84) with each standard deviation as 0.633 and 0.621. Nevertheless, both items does not show large differences and still considered within high level knowledge based on the mean score stated (Jamil 2002).

Table 3: Islamic Education Teachers’ Skills Preparation Level in Implementing High Order Thinking Skills (HOTS)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Teachers’ Skills Preparation</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>sd</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Has sufficient teaching sources for HOTS teaching and learning</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>.633</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Plan the Islamic Education lesson to implement the elements of HOTS.</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>.488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Determining the content of Islamic Education subject based on students’ ability.</td>
<td>3.97</td>
<td>.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Apply various strategies and techniques to implement the elements of HOTS.</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>.435</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Use teaching aids to create an effective T&amp;L.</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>.499</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Teach based on the infusion method.</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Actively involving students.</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Give effective feedbacks to students.</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Expand students’ individual potential in learning HOTS.</td>
<td>4.11</td>
<td>.487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Evaluate students’ development in HOTS.</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>.588</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>3.96</td>
<td>.332</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

This research shows a clear picture of the mastery level acquired by most of the Islamic Education teachers within the Selangor state, in implementing high order thinking skills (HOTS) upon conducting Islamic Education teaching and learning session. The findings of the research has shown that the knowledge mastery and implementation skills in applying high order thinking skills (HOTS) by the Islamic Education teachers are both within the high level. The overall findings shows that the Islamic Education teachers has a high level knowledge regarding the application of Taxonomy Bloom by Anderson in teaching and learning Islamic Education subject. The result of the findings shows similarity with the previous researches conducted by Rosnani (2006) and Rosnainani (2003) which stated that the teachers' level of knowledge in implementing thinking skills are in high level. However, the research conducted by Nooriza Kassima & Effandi Zakaria (2015) figured out that the Islamic Education teachers' knowledge regarding HOTS are yet unsufficient.

Based on the findings of this research, it is clearly shown that the teachers were able to comprehend the concept and the definition of high order thinking skills (HOTS) as well as have positive perception on the implementation of thinking skills in teaching and learning. However, this finding is different with the findings from researches conducted by Innabi (2006) and Alazi (2008) which stated that the teachers' level of knowledge in HOTS are low as the teachers that had been researched, shows no comprehensive concept regarding HOTS. The finding from a research conducted by Norafidah Noralidin Jabayan & Juliana Osong (2015) also stated that most of the teachers’ knowledge on HOTS are limited only to questioning techniques and thinking maps based on i-THINK. Thus, it can be concluded that a teacher’s mastery of knowledge is related to the depth of the knowledge, itself. The Islamic Education teachers’ knowledge about HOTS are still in concern, to the extent that it is considered too much for the teachers to apply variety of skills including HOTS which had been instructed by the government. Based on the research by Nooriza Kassima & Effandi Zakaria (2015), it is stated that the input gained from HOTS Workshop and courses able to help the teachers to develop their knowledge especially related to the application of Revised Bloom Taxonomy (Anderson and Krathwohl, 2001). It was even worse that the finding figured out a number of teachers who never attended any courses related to HOTS due to lack of opportunity, which eventually lead to poor knowledge of HOTS in adapting to the taxonomy.

Based on the findings of this research, even though the teachers were able to acquire the concept and definition of HOTS, they tend to implement applying level methods into their T&L, in comparison to synthesising and evaluating level, as well as neglecting students-centered activities which eventually causes the students to lost interest in learning (Kamarul Azmi et al., 2010). Among the challenges faced by the teachers in implementing HOTS are time constraint, as well as the focus to finish the syllabus (Norsham Ghani. 2014). A research by Suhaimi & Razali Hassan (2014) has shown that the teachers faced challenges and problems in terms of limited time provided. This statement is aligned with the finding from a research by Diana K. May & Munirah Othman. (2009), Syawal Aamran & Saemah Rahman (2015) which stated that the students were worried and lost their confidence if they were pressured due to the time constraint.

Nevertheless, in implementing HOTS, Madzanah (2002) suggested that the task should be conducted in group or in pairs. Even though the implementation of such method might be difficult to conduct in a large size classroom, the thinking skills activities which conducted
within pairs and groups are much controllable and saves time, despite involving large number of students. This opinion is supported by Eggen & Kauchak (1997) which stated that group work task would be able to develop students HOTS by encouraging the students to discuss among themselves and at the same time, overcome the time constraint problem. Thus, the teachers need to form the students into groups in order to implement HOTS activities, which could overcome the time constraint problem. This exposure should be stated in the workshops and during practices. A research by Nurul Asiah (2015) has figured out the main factor which leads to teachers’ disability in implementing HOTS, is the poor exposure of HOTS. This statement is supported by other researchers, based on their experience in attending HOTS Workshop. The Islamic Education teachers would not be able to implement HOTS, unless they really master in it.

Based on researches by Sukiman (2012) and Barahimalar (2014), the factor which causes the teaching of HOTS became less-emphasized, is the thought that the students should master the conceptual and factual component of the learning first before they proceed with the thinking process (Sukiman et al. 2012). There were also other opinion which stated that the teachers should acquire various knowledge first. Thus, the concept of HOTS should be prioritized and explained practically in every HOTS Workshops.

Descriptive analysis shows that the Islamic Education teachers’ preparation in implementing HOTS are within the high level. Overall, the Islamic Education teachers has practiced the skills, strategies, components and the elements of HOTS in teaching Islamic Education subject. The findings of this research are similar to the reseaches by McNeil and Malket Singh (2002), which they have suggested a few strategies for the teachers to apply in introducing HOTS to their students. One of the suggestion is to ensure that the teachers have mastered the high order questioning skills, as this activity will help the students to be an excellent and successful thinker. Other suggestions are forming study groups and allow the students to present their findings in front of the other students, which are the examples of synthesizing and evaluating level activities.

The research also figured out that the Islamic Education teachers rarely distribute questions which require high order thinking skills to their students. This finding is aligned to a research by Nooriza Kassima & Effandi Zakaria (2015) which stated that the teachers’ preparation in implementing their skills are within the intermediate level. This is because the teachers used to ask some simple questions directly in the end of their lesson. Instead, they should prepare the questions beforehand, by planning suitable questions to ask during the teaching process. Philips (1997) stated that the distributing questions based on cognitive level will give impact to the students’ reactions. This is due to the variety of cognitive level within the students’ answers. Generally, remembering level questions are within the easiest level in comparison to high order thinking question which requires students to give their own opinion and suggestion. Ennis (1991) also gave the same conclusion. The teachers implementing preparation in terms of skills could be developed by using various answering question techniques and practices with the usage of HOTS in order to encourage students to actively involve themselves in the learning as well as practicing high order thinking. This could prevent students from being passive during the lesson. This statement is supported by Normah (2014) from her research which states that teachers were encouraged to use various methods and techniques in order to help students possess the thinking skills. Among the methods suggested are repetition technique, practices, quiz and field trip to any suitable places. However, the activities should depends and suits the topics that they had been taught.
The finding also stated that the Islamic Education teachers’ knowledge and skills preparation in implementing high order thinking skills (HOTS) are within the high level, aligned with another research conducted by Sukiman et al. (2012). However, this finding is different with a research by Tarmizi (2016), which stated that these skills should be developed more. Other researchers Nooriza Kassima & Effandi Zakaria (2015), based on their research to some secondary school teachers, also stated that the teachers’ preparation in terms of knowledge and skills are still insufficient, because there were yet a few Islamic Education teachers who hardly manage to distribute high order thinking skills questions in their classroom. Among the implications identified from the research and the strategies suggested are letting the Islamic and Moral Education Committee through School Curriculum Development Centre to review and evaluate all the basic necessities required such as remembering, understanding, applying, comparing, analysing, and evaluating skills in implementing high order thinking skills (HOTS) in the Islamic Education teaching and learning based on the subject’s syllabus, teachers’ ability, students variety, school’s infrastructure and teaching aids.

Other than that, Islamic Education teachers should be equipped with HOTS’ effective methods of teaching with the usage of variety learning strategies. An early preparation in implementing these skills would allow the teachers to prepare suitable questions and give more opportunity for the students to apply the thinking skills in solving problems (Omardin 1999; Halimah 2009; Zamri & Nor Razah 2011). The questioning should also based on the level, scope and focus (Atan 1983; Halimah 2009). Thus, in teaching HOTS, the teachers should be well prepared all the time and in every situation as the students might ask them questions related to the current situation. This is because, an effective teaching strategies will develop interest and motivation for the students to enhance their performance to a higher level.

Along with the other researches (Sukiman et al. 2012; Rosnani Hashim & Suhailah Hamzah 2003) and Barathimalar (2014) which stated that Islamic Education teachers need to be well-equip with variety of skills and should be positive in accepting as well as practicing it. The authorised State Education Committee (JPN) and Region Education Committee (PPD) should organise more workshops, practices, lectures or conventions to let the teachers exposed to variety of techniques in instilling HOTS, apart from conducting scheduled monitoring on the implementation of HOTS inside the classroom in every school. This is aligned to Al-Qardawi’s (1980) opinion, stating that appreciation and practical aspect, which are the basic components of an education and learning that students should practice in order to possess the skills and knowledge thoroughly. Throughout the process of implementing HOTS explicitly in the classroom, there were a few challenges faced such as lack of practices and continuous development activities to enhance teachers’ skills in teaching thinking skills (Norafifah Hamid et. al. 2016).

The problems and challenges in implementing HOTS should be identified and developed thoroughly. By identifying the problems, the implementation of HOTS in the classroom teaching would be much easier, and thus able to progress the students’ achievement. Teacher also plays important roles as a source and an activator behind the process of implementing HOTS in the school. The teachers should sincerely cooperate and eager to instill HOTS to their students. If the method applied received a passive feedback from the students and does not encourage the implementation of HOTS, eventually all the efforts by the PPK, JPN and PPD would be up to no avail. Thus, the aims of the Nation Educational Philosophy which is to create a creative, innovative and competitive individual would hardly be achieved.
CONCLUSION

To conclude, the findings show that the Islamic Education teachers in this study has high level of mastery in implementing HOTS in teaching. These were clearly stated based on the level achieved by the Islamic Educational teachers in implementing high order thinking skills (HOTS). Hopefully, the research has given a clear picture of the teachers’ level of mastery in the knowledge and implementation skills of HOTS, especially to Secondary School Islamic Education teachers within the Bangi and Kajang, Selangor areas.

High order thinking skills (HOTS) are the basic component of the education process. The teachers’ credibility in acquiring the knowledge aspect of HOTS and their preparation in varying the implementation methods of teaching thinking skills will influence the students’ thinking skills, which eventually ensuring the effectiveness of the teaching process. Teachers as the main element in integrating a society which capable of high order thinking skills, should be the most competent in applying HOTS. Once the teachers able to practice teaching with the pedagogical content that encourage the students HOTS development, the teacher would be able to enhance the students’ achievement. Other than that, the development of HOTS will eventually ease the transmission of information and skills into their personal responsible action and functions within the community or society. The Islamic Educational teachers’ wisdom will certainly overflow if they were able to transform the knowledge and skills they had taught into real situations, especially for situations that required the application of HOTS. This research should be developed in the form of qualitative in order to gather more empirical proves.
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